STEWARDS REPORT
ALICE SPRINGS TURF CLUB
SUNDAY 9TH FEBUARY
Weather: Fine
Stewards:
Officials:
Veterinarian:
Number of Races:
Number of Runners:
Stakes Paid:

Track: Good

Rail: True

D Westover (Chairman), M Hurley, J Ash, B Lysaght
A Marsh, T Trace, N Westover
D McEwan
5
32
$47,450

Race 1: Lasseters Hotel 0-70 Handicap 1200 metres
MIDNIGHT GIGGLE (T Gillett) - Jumped awkwardly and was momentarily crowded for room at
the start. Despite the efforts of its rider failed to muster early speed whilst racing wide.
BLAZING COMET (C Moon) - Raced well back before running home well from the 400m.
SO REAL (C Lloyd) - Cast its near side plate during the event.
BRITISH BULLDOG (P Denton) - Slow into stride.
EMPEROR OF THE SUN (P Crich) - Raced wide throughout.
Race 2: XXXX Gold BenchMark 73 Handicap 1100 metres
DIESELFUEL (R Vigar) – Mistrode at the 50m and momentarily unbalanced its rider.
EXTRACEED (K Connor) - Slow into stride and raced wide throughout.
CATCH AS CATCH CAN (C Lloyd) - Inclined to roll outwards down the length of the straight.
Race 3: Double Tree Class B Handicap 1100 metres
SHOOT ‘N’ SCOOT (C Lloyd) - Bumped on jumping.
CHUMLEE (C Moon) – Had difficulty maintaining a position in running.
JASWIN (T Gillett) - Commenced awkwardly.
KEEP THE CROWN (R Vigar) - Jumped awkwardly and shortly after had to steady off the heels
of front runners.
VOLATILE ROSE (P Crich ) - Bumped with runner on jumping and raced wide without cover in
running.
Race 4: Bellette 3YO BenchMark 52 Handicap 1000 metres
DANGER MOUSE (P Denton) - Whilst making its way to the barriers the rider was dislodged
and took an apparent harmless fall with the filly galloping a short distance. After being
recaptured the filly underwent a Veterinary examination and was passed fit to start.
NEVER SATISFIED (P Crich) - Raced wide throughout with no cover.
SHARK MIRAGE (R Vigar) - Jumped awkwardly.

General: Mrs. L Lefoe trainer of MAGIC MIKE was found guilty of a charge acting under
AR140A for presenting her runner into the mounting yard with the incorrect gear.
Mrs Lefoe was fined the sum of $100.
Race 5: Murray Maintenance 0-58 Handicap 1400 metres
RANDI (R Vigar) - Cast its off side hind plate during the event.
RANDOM SIGHTING (K Connor) - Inclined to roll out from about the 50m.
CARNEGGAN DASHER (C Lloyd) - Slow into stride and struggled throughout to maintain a
forward position.
STORMY REBEL (P Crich) - Got its head up whilst being restrained shortly after jumping.

General: On inquiry Stewards were of the opinion that STORMY REBEL (P Crich) had
over-reacted when being steadied by its rider in anticipation of outside runners shifting
inwards on the first turn and consequently lost ground.
Pre-Race samples were taken from Race 5; Passadane, Random Sighting.
Post-Race samples were taken from all winners.
General: Trainers R Bell, L Gillett and B Coleman and apprentice R Vigar were fined
$50 each for a breach of the track regulations for failing to wear a reflective vest prior to
7:30 whilst riding track work.
No pre-race TCO2 samples were taken from the meeting 26/01/2014.

